11 great-value
When you’re choosing a mountain bike you’ll be faced with more options than a
Chinese buffet and similarly confusing lingo. We’ve cut through the mumbo-jumbo
to bring you 11 bikes that won’t fall apart – or break the bank.
BY NICK DALL

Wheels When you hear the oke with shaved legs
at the local Vida rattling off numbers like 26, 27,5 and
29, he’s talking about different wheel diameters
in inches. Traditionally, mountain bikes had 26-inch
wheels and road bikes had bigger wheels, but
nowadays most serious mountain bikers use 29inch wheels.
Bigger wheels allow you to cover distances
more efficiently. They also roll over obstacles more
easily, but they aren’t as nimble as smaller wheels if
you have to navigate a really twisty track. There’s also
a middle-ground option: a 27,5-inch wheel, also
called a 650B.

Rear-wheel suspension Most of the
bikes featured here have front suspension
and are known as “hard tails”, but we also
feature two more expensive bikes that have
rear-wheel suspension. Most serious riders
use full-suspension bikes, but a good one
will set you back a fair bit.
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mountain bikes
Frame The most important part of the
bike. Ask at your local bike shop whether
the geometry (shape) and the size will suit
the riding you’re planning to do. Cheaper
frames are made of aluminium; more
expensive frames are aluminium alloy or
carbon fibre.

Fork The most basic fork has no suspension, but these days most mountain bikes
come with front suspension. Generally,
coiled-steel springs are cheaper than air
suspension, but not as effective.
Read our review of
this bike on page 95.

Brakes Only the most basic bikes come
with old-fashioned V-brakes, which grip
the wheel rim. These days it’s all about disc
brakes, which perform far better in mud
and rain. That said, good V-brakes can be
better than bad disc brakes…

Tyres Most entry-level bikes have
tyres with inner tubes; more
expensive bikes have tubeless
tyres. Tubeless tyres (like the
ones on your car) handle
punctures better and you
can drop the pressure
lower, which increases
manoeuvrability on
soft surfaces like sand.
It’s possible to upgrade
to tubeless tyres but
you’ll have to get
your rims sealed first
(about R400) and you’ll
probably need a new set
of tyres (from R1 000).
Components Sprockets,
derailleurs and cranks (the
bits around the chain) are
important. The more pricey
stuff is lighter, stronger and
shifts gears more smoothly.
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Lock out Any decent mountain bike will
have a lock-out function that allows you to
disable the suspension (front, back or both)
for when you’re riding on tar or hard gravel.
Without this, you’ll waste energy pumping
the suspension, especially on uphills.

How to buy a
mountain bike
What kind of riding will you
be doing? Trail riding comprises
a bit of everything: ups, downs
and flats. The holy grail is single
track – paths that are just wide
enough to fit a bike. A good fullsuspension bike is preferable, but
a hard tail is fine for beginners.
Cycle touring entails travelling
long distances, usually on a mix of
tar and gravel, while carrying all
your stuff with you. A touring bike
needs to be strong enough to
handle up to 50 kg extra weight
and it must be comfortable
enough to ride all day long.
Check the weight. The less your
bike weighs, the faster it’ll go
and the more energy you’ll save.
Simple. Also consider durability
and price. You can always have
the best of two of these variables
(weight, durability and price), but
never the best of three…
Prepare to pay. A real mountain
bike starts at about R3 000. A
decent full-suspension bike
will go for at least R12 000. You
can get a cheaper bike, but
something might snap when
you’re 36 km from home…
If you’re buying a new bike,
get it from a proper bike shop.
Shop around. There’s nothing
wrong with buying a secondhand bike or buying last year’s
model. If you go second-hand,
make sure you get it from a
reputable reseller – they do exist!

Pedals You’ll soon
want to upgrade from standard pedals
to clip-ins, which are more efficient at
transferring energy to your back wheel.
When you first clip in you’re guaranteed
to fall. Get the Mercurochrome ready!

Read Oli Munnik’s bike-buying
tips on page 97.
gomag.co.za
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26ers

650B
Avalanche Bond 27,5

Axis A90
This is the best bike you’ll find for around R3K. It’s heavy, it has
old-fashioned V-brakes and fairly rudimentary spring suspension,
although the suspension can be locked out (important if you plan
to ride on the road). The gears are made by Shimano.
The A90 is popular as a commuter bike, but it’s perfectly at
home on the trail as long as you’re not trying to set any land speed
records. It’s also quite a small 26-inch bike so it’s good for growing
teens or hobbit-sized adults.

Weight: 18 kg – it’s a beast.
Price: About R2 800; 011 201 4000;

axis-bikes.com

Wheels with an in-between diameter of 27,5 inches (known
for some reason as 650B wheels) are the new kids on the MTB
block. They’re supposed to be more manoeuvrable than 29-inch
wheels and better at rolling over obstacles than 26-inch wheels.
Depending on who you talk to, they’re either the next big
thing… or the next Betamax.
This bike from Avalanche is a good entry-level choice if you
want to see what all the fuss is about. It’s also good if you’re short,
but still want a bike with biggish wheels.
Weight: About 15 kg
Price: About R4 300; 021 461 6252; avalanchebicycles.co.za

Silverback Stride 20
Silverback has a reputation for being one of the best valuefor-money brands around and the Stride 20 is a good
example of this. The greatest thing about it is its frame: Made
of high-quality aluminium, it’s lighter and stronger than its
competitors in the same price bracket. Its double-walled
wheels are good, too: The tyres lend themselves to riding on
the road, making the Stride 20 a dependable commuter bike.
As with all entry-level bikes, the suspension isn’t top-notch
(but it can be locked out) and it has V-brakes. Although it
sounds similar to the Axis A90, the quality of the components
and the lightweight frame makes it worth the extra grand.
Weight: 13,3 kg
Price: About R3 800; 021 386 7777; silverbacklab.com

For the girls
Specialized Myka Sport Disc
Many manufacturers offer women’s versions of their bikes, but
often the only difference is the colour of the paint. Not this bike.
Every aspect of the Myka has been specifically designed for the
female form: The lightweight frame has a low stand-over height,
the forks are sprung for a lighter rider, the saddle is comfier than
a men’s saddle (unfair) and its 29-inch wheels mean that hubby
will sukkel to keep up with you on the flats.
Weight: About 14 kg
Price: About R8 000; 021 808 7333; specialized.com

29ers
Merida Big Nine TFS 100
General consensus is that this bike is let down somewhat by
its suspension. Fortunately it’s got a good frame, which means
you can upgrade to a better fork at some point in the future.
Its wheels are also a highlight: The rims are tough and not too
heavy and the tyres are rugged considering the price of the bike.
If you’re planning on joining the 29er revolution, this is a good
place to start.
Weight: 13,9 kg
Price: About R7 800; 021 852 0509; merida-bikes.com

Specialized Rockhopper
Much like the Merida Big Nine above, this bike is great in every
aspect except its suspension. Its biggest selling point is its
excellent, lightweight frame that’s ripe for upgrades. The
geometry is better suited to trail riding than racing – get the
Rockhopper Comp (R12 000) if you want to compete against
the clock. The components are well chosen, including the disc
brakes, which are excellent. This is a good value-for-money bike
from one of the best manufacturers around.
Weight: About 14 kg
Price: About R9 000; 021 808 7333; specialized.com
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Full suspension
Merida One-Twenty 900
We searched high and low for a (decent) full-suspension bike for
under R10K. In the end, this was the closest we could get. Despite
its modest price, it’s an impressive offering: It has the same frame
as more expensive models in the range, a suspension system
that really works and – most importantly – a low overall weight
considering the price tag. It has 26-inch wheels and okay tyres,
although they’re not that great in wet, muddy conditions. In
every other way, this bike is too good to be true.
Weight: 13,9 kg
Price: About R12 300; 021 852 0509; merida-bikes.com

Scott Spark 650
You could buy this bike today and ride the Cape Epic tomorrow.
Well, maybe you couldn’t, but someone could. They’d probably
convert the 26-inch tyres to tubeless and upgrade to clip-in
pedals, but otherwise this bike is solid with a capital “S”. It’s got air
suspension and its gears are one rung from the top of the ladder.
Weight: 12,3 kg
Price: About R13 200; 011 201 4000; scott-sports.com
gomag.co.za
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ASK THE EXPERT

When things get serious…

Touring
This “hybrid” bike offers the riding comfort and flat handlebars
of a mountain bike with the speed of a road bike. You could use
it to get to work (and not look like you’re trying to win the Tour
de France) or you could use it for town-to-town touring with
a little bit of light off-roading thrown in. (If you want to do a
predominantly off-road tour like Richard Grant’s on page 98,
get a bike with front suspension.)
Like all Scott bikes, the frame is strong and lightweight. If you’re
not too keen on the rough stuff, or if you want to ride the Argus
one day, this easy-going bike offers excellent value for money.
Weight: 11,8 kg
Price: About R4 200; 011 201 4000; scott-sports.com

Oli Munnik was a full-time pro mountain biker for about seven years and has
been patched together by surgeons more times than he cares to remember.
He was recently appointed as Bicycling magazine’s gear editor.

Craig Kolesky/Nikon/Lexar

Scott Metrix 40

For the kids
Silverback Spyke 24
Given that most kids ride their bikes seven days a week, it’s
ridiculous that most are plasticky and prone to breaking. A decent
bike is safer and a better investment in the long run. This bike for
8- to 11-year-olds has a good frame with a low stand-over height,
front suspension (no lock out, but this isn’t too serious because
the rider isn’t as heavy) and pint-sized pedals, handlebars and
brake levers. If anything, it’s a little on the heavy side.
Weight: 11,9 kg
Price: About R3 240; 021 386 7777; silverbacklab.com

Momsen JSL20
Momsen is a locally-designed brand renowned for race-ready
performance bikes at affordable prices – for adults and kids.
This bike has 20-inch wheels so it’s good for 6- to 8-year-olds
who want to ride seriously. It weighs next to nothing and is fitted
with a Shimano drivetrain and alloy rims with stainless steel
spokes. It doesn’t have suspension, but that’s because there
aren’t any decent 20-inch forks on the market. Buy one for Little
Johnny and he’ll be able to pass it on to his kids, not to mention
his younger sister.
Weight: 9 kg
Price: About R4 600; 041 372 1418; momsenbikes.com

Different bike shops favour different brands and prices can vary. For that reason, we’ve given the contact details for the distributors of the various brands.
Give them a shout to find a sales outlet in your area. We’ve also tried to be as accurate as possible with the weights of the bikes, but slightly different
components can affect the figure published. Thanks to Oli Munnik from Bicycling magazine ( bicycling.co.za), Shane Jansen van Vuuren from Silverback
( silverbacklab.com) and Marc Mansour from Bridge Cycles ( bridgecycles.co.za) for their help with this feature.
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Choosing a bike. You need to know what you’re
going to use it for. A sunset cruise along the Sea Point
promenade is different to a Sunday ride along the
Braamfontein Spruit, which in turn is a far cry from the
world of mountain-bike racing.
Two important things to consider are wheel size and
suspension. Visit your local bike shop or research online
to find out which wheel size and suspension system will
suit the type of riding you plan to do… and your budget.
In general, the further you ride the more advantage
you’ll get from a 29er. Get one if you plan to regularly
ride more than 30 km on the trails.

take some cash and a form of identification. Two
companies, Sweatsafe ( sweatsafe.co.za) and IceTags ( ice-tags.co.za) make useful safety bracelets
for ID and insurance purposes.

Before you set off. Try to understand the mechanics
of your bike. Learn how to fix a puncture and your
chain, and experiment with tyre pressures. Carry some
basic tools (multitool, tyre levers, pump) and always

Two upgrades to consider… Convert your tyres to
tubeless when you buy your bike and get better wheels
a few years later. Once you’ve done this, the next step is
to buy a new bike…

Hit the trails. Once you start riding it’s important to stay
motivated. Set yourself a realistic goal. This could be
to reach the mast at the top of Tokai Forest, or it could
simply be to lose weight or explore parts of South Africa
you wouldn’t have seen otherwise. It’s easier to remain
motivated if you have a riding partner or a group. It’s
much safer, too.

WISH LIST

Pack your bags & pedal
Whether you’re cycling to work or planning a three-month Mossel Bay to Mafikeng odyssey,
the Thule Pack ’n Pedal Adventure Touring Pannier will make your life easier.
What is it? A 32 ℓ pannier, which attaches to the Thule Adventure Tour Rack
(sold separately) through a combination of clips and magnetic connections.
These “vanishing hardware” attachment points fold away to allow the real
magic to happen: whip the pannier off the bike and you can carry it like
a normal bag in a variety of ways using the comfy shoulder strap.
Why would you want it? Because you’re planning to actually go places on
your bicycle. The 32 ℓ pannier is perfect for rear-wheel mounting; there’s also
a 16 ℓ option (R1 750) for front-wheel mounting.

The rack works on
almost any bike and
it’s so well balanced you
can easily ride with just
one pannier.
32 ℓ

16 ℓ

Verdict. If you think this is pricey for a pannier, remind yourself that it’s a
Thule pannier. It looks good, it works well and it’ll last a long time. Be warned,
though: “water-resistant” is different to “waterproof”, so unless you’re heading
for the desert you should get yourself a rain cover (32 ℓ R290; 16 ℓ R220).
Price: R2 000 for the 32 ℓ pannier; R1 750 for the rack
gomag.co.za
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